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Introducing the Unilift cc:
Drainage pumps that do double duty
Lowering liquid levels down to 3 mm
Allow us to present a new member of our
ever-growing wastewater range: the Unilift cc.
Combining the lightness of composite with the
strength of steel, the Unilift CC is a portable
drainage pump designed to do two jobs: regular
drainage or low-suction pumping down to a
level of 3 mm. And like any other Grundfos
product. it is a joy to work with. Available now.
Simply remove the steel
strainer to turn the Unilift CC
into a low-suction pump
The Unilift CC for drainage: Q up to 14 m'/h, H up to 9 m,
free passage: 10 mm. Iow suction down to 3 mm.
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The concept of life-cycle costing is very straightforward ... make
buying decisions based on long-term performance, operating,
maintenance and energy costs, not just the initial purchase price.
It's a basic simple idea and one which most people practice day
in day out, not just when making key purchasing decisions, but
even with smaller outlays.
That said, the concept seems to hold little or no sway within
building services. Price-led decision-making - irrespective of
life-cycle cost considerations - is the order of the day. Clients
just don't seem to understand the incredible cost savings to be
made if the life-cycle cost approach prevails.
Everyone within building services agrees that this is so.
Consultants, contractors and product suppliers are of the one
mindset yet, for the most part, they are doing very little about it.
Those who are tend to do so individually and can find
themselves isolated.2
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It's time that the bUilding services sector as a whole addressed
this issue collectively. The time to do so could not be better.
Rising energy costs, impending EPBD regulations and other
regulatory controls have made clients sit up and take notice.
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Now that they are paying attention let's educate them. Explain
that, far from being yet another layer of bureaucracy to worry
about, these changes - with the collective help of the building
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reg farrell silver jubilee celebrations
< I ~ <;lr Reg Farrel Englnpering celebrates 25 . ears In business and, to
commemorate the fact, IS running a series of promotions throughout the year. The
first of these relates to the Gratoplast "EGO 1 Pro" hand-held printer. Anyone who
purchases one In March or April of this year will receive a €100 holiday voucher
from Panorama Holidays (terms and conditions apply).
The recently-launched Grafoplast "EGO 1 Pro" is an innovative thermal transfer
printer designed for use on site and in industrial applications. It produces a wide
range of self-adhesive high-quality labels (vinyl) and can also print labels for heat
shrinking. Labels can be printed in different sizes - 9mm, 12mm, 19mm - and in
white or yellow. The unit also has a bar-coding option.
The new Gratoplast
EGO 1 Pro from Reg
Farrell Engineering
Supplied complete with one free tape, the purchaser receives another free-of-
charge when the product is registered.
Contact. Stephen Fox, Reg Farrell Engineering. Tel: 01 - 465 9010; www.rfe.ie
refrigeration courses training
Refrigeration Skillnet has organised a full schedule of courses to take place
between now and June 2006. They will take place in various locations
throughout the country, including Cork, Dublin and Shannon. Topics to be
covered include safe handling of refrigerants, advanced trOUbleshooting,
brazer training, approval and assessment, and preparing a design file.
To secure places on any of these courses simply download the course
enrolment form from www.refrigerationskillnetie and return it, together with
payment, to the address indicated.
Contact: Enda Hogan, Network Manager, Refrigeration Skillnet.
Tel: 05844211; email: refskill@eircom.net
The five-year guarantee applies to all SmartAct actuators manufactured
since 1 January 2006.
Contact: Honeywell Building Control Products.
Tel: 0044 1344 656655; www.smartact.com
Installation is also simplified by a universal shaft adapter, allowing actuators
to be mounted directly on round and square damper shafts of various
lengths and widths.
The SmartAct slogan "Win Every Installation Race" reflects its speed and
ease of installation. This is due to a detachable wiring box allowing direct
wiring from controller to actuator without a junction box, a function switch to
change direction or control signal, and a de-clutch button which allows easy
manual adjustment.
Honeywell's SmartAct range of
direct-coupled actuators now come
with a 5-year guarantee
honeywell smartact 5-year guarantee
Honeywell now offers a five-year guarantee on its SmartAct range of direct-
coupled actuators, for damper and valve operation in HVAC applications.
Designed both for speedy "fit and forget" installation and to reduce
inventory costs, distributors and service businesses can stock just two to
four SmartAct models to cover the whole range of applications.
march 2006
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Armstrong Live Steam humidifier from JS
Humidifiers
live steam humidifier
The Armstrong Live Steam humidifier from JS Humidifiers is an
extremely-high specification unit featuring high running pressure of up to
4bar, massive output capacity, low installation costs, and very quiet
super-dry steam delivery.
The standard model has a cast-iron body with stainless steel steam
lance. For critical applications an all stainless steel model is available.
There is also a direct-air model with a maximum output capacity of
130kg/h which is wall-mounted and has a fan to disperse the steam into
the atmosphere.
Contact: JS Humidifiers. Tel: 0044 1903 850200.
online cpd course on epbd
Energy performance In Buildings Directive - Realising the Potential, is the
title of a new online CPD course devised by Dr Ken Beattie and his
colleagues in DIT Bolton St. The objective is to help industry professionals
gain an in-depth understanding of the Directive and prepare their
businesses for the opportunities it presents.
In a related development Bolton St is repeating the proven online CPD
course on Simulation in Building Design. With energy performance ratings
becoming mandatory for virtually every type of building, simulation has a
key role to play.
Contact: www.dit.epbd
The recently-launched Lighting and
Safety Solutions Specifier brochure
available from Fitzgerald Lighting
There is also a cd which contains all of the product data shown in the Lighting
and Safety Specifier, the latest version of Fitzilume, the company's lighting
design software, and a simple-to-use Emergency Lighting Test Record system.
Contact: Joe Murtagh, Fitzgerald Lighting.
Tel: 01 - 864 9983; email' jom@f1g.co.uk
The new website www.flg.co.uk is continuously updated with details of new and
re-engineered products. It also features CPD module news, technical data and
regulatory advice to assist with specification and lighting design through case
studies qnd application information.
The recently-launched Lighting and Safety Solutions Specifier brochure features
a comprehensive range of luminaires, lighting controls and fire detection
systems This detailed and Informative product portfolio combines the Exodus
lighting control and Martell emergency lighting brands, as well as a ran~e of
products to meet the latest regulatory requirements to improve the environment
for the disabled, modular wiring packages and various automatic testing systems
for emergency lighting.
fitzgerald safety solutions specifier
Fit gerald lighting has provided lighting solutions for over 30 years with a
company infrastructure Incorporating seven distribution centres throughout the
UK and the latest branch located in Dublin.
march 2006
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Calpeda Pumps (Ire and) Ltd
Estate House, Ounshaughlin Co Meath
Tel: 01 - 825 8212 Fax: 01 - 825 8215
email: sales@calpedaireland.com
web: www.calpedaireland.com
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still contemporary ... 40 years later!
The Je f afJs IIU 1ll.I<e S s lana was designed and
developed by the award-winning Danish architect Arne Jacobsen In the early
sixties yet today nearly 40 years later, It is still receiving distinctions for ItS ChiC,
functional and versatile look
All the mixers, taps and accessories are made from the very best of matenals,
solid brass and gun metal being the main materials used. The range is available In
polished or brushed chrome, natural brass or a choice of over 18 colours.
blowtherm wall gas heaters
The new range or Blowth rm HP T warm air heaters from Thermo Air
are suitable for both natural gas and LPG installations and are
intended for commercial premises, warehouses, sports centres etc.
The innovative tubular heat exchanger supplies four flue ways and
consists of specially-formed aluminium steel pipes fixed on two head
sections. The burner IS of the multi-torch type while the entire unit is
encased within a white pre-coated plate cover of essential and clean
design
Other features and benefits include:-
- Forced flue
- Combustion cirCUit sealed to the room
- Electronic start by ignition and flame-detection electrodes
- Ionisation flame detection
- Flame control unit
- Flue extractor
- Gas electrovalve
- Differential pressure switc
- Fan thermostat
From the new range of Blowtnerm
IHP T warm air healers from Thermo
Air (Ireland)
march 2006
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Contact: Mike Burns, Thermo Air Ireland Tel: 059 - 913 1646; email: sales@thermoair.com
m&e cross-industry trend confirmed
nte Ill( e me bL d t:J I d lJ dlng technologies show
held In Paris in January, confirmed the emerging cross-industry trend whereby the
traditional distinction between HVAC the electrical trades. bathrooms and
plumbing is disappearing.
The multi-technique, multi-energy solutions offered by exhibitors proVided a
partiCUlarly good Illustration of the Importance of the energy performance of
buildings, and the integration of the bUilding services.
The Innovation Awards at the show were a clear demonstration of thiS. The
winning solutions gave a clear demonstration of Industry's commitment to the
search for improved energy performance, one of the major challenges faCing the
entire building sector at present.
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Energy savings of up to 35% are assured because the outdoor
units use MPS variable control. Effectively, this entails the use of
singly-phase electricity with two compressors operating at 40%
and 60% rather than conventional ones working at 100%. Only
one is needed for low demand while the two kick in for high.
-
-- -
~-------
Ig's multi-m from core ac
r------------------, The new LG Multi M multi-split system from Core Air Conditioning
offers cooling-only or heat and cooling option with stylish Art Cool
wall-mounted indoor units.
L- ----'====-- --.J A maximum of four indoor units can be run off the one outdoor
LG's Multi M multipsplit system from Core AC unit and these can be a combination of wall-mounted or Art Cool
Mirror, or standard. All have a hand-held infra-red remote
controller for temperature settings, mode selection, air circulation
and fan operation.
Contact: Austin McDermott, Core Air Conditioning.
Tel: 01 - 4098912; email: info@coreac.com
revolution in city lighting
Solid-state lighting based on LEDs IS a revolution in city
lighting which offers unique possibilities for city enhancement
while also providing secure lighting of public spaces.
LEDs from industry leaders such as Philips Electronics can
adapt automatically to light levels and the time of day. They
offer a vast array of colours and effects far beyond the
capabilities of conventional lighting.
In addition, they are extremely low-maintenance and long-
life, and are becoming increasingly energy-efficient.
Contact: Lighting Projects, Philips Electronics.
Tel: 01 - 764 0000.
Smarthomes pioneering approach has been
acknowledged by leading sources, including the 2004
All-Island Intertrade-Ireland Seedcorn competition; the
2005 "Innovator of the Year" by the SFA; and winner in
the category "Best Interior Design Product" at Plan
Expo 2005.
Every house will be wired for phone, TV, satellite, and
PC networking. The fully integrated cabling
infrastructure is fitted at construction stage and
proVides easy access to a wide range of
communication and entertainment facilities
smarthomes in galway cHy
Smarthomes, Ireland's leading supplier of new home
technology cabling, will supply a specially-designed
cabling system for each of the 73 units in the Sliabh
na Ri development in Galway city.
Smarthomes Derek Roddy and Sean Gallagher
march 2006
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leak detection for damage limitation
Leaks can occur In any bUilding and a.-e among the most frequent
causes of costly damage, disruption and loss. Modern fit-out methods
and the reliance placed on complex mechanical and electrical systems
not only increase the chances of a leak but can also make the outcome
worse.
The first indication of a leaking pipe hidden within a floor void may be
the failure of the power supply, network disruption or the interruption of
communications or data transfer. Air conditioning plant. chilled water and
heating systems, toilets, kitchens, vending areas, services risers, plant
rooms and storage tanks can all present a serious leak hazard. If
allowed to continue unchecked, a leak, however small, is like a ticking
time bomb.
Andel's Floodline covers all possible requirements,
from stand-alone single-zone
units to comprehensive multi-zone systems.
As a recognised market leader with a wealth of accumulated technical
expertise and practical know-how, Andel offers a comprehensive range
of leak detection systems through Manotherm Ltd, its distributor in Ireland.
Andel's Floodline range covers all possible reqUirements, from stand-alone Single-zone units for the smaller
installation, to comprehensive multi-zone systems with the capacity to handle the largest building. A key feature
is flexibility, with a range of equipment and sensors which can be tailored to each client's exact requirements.
Contact: Bob Gilbert, Robert Gilbert or Noel Walsh, Manotherm. Tel: 01 - 452 2355; email: info@manotherm.ie
mark outdoor heaters
While Ireland as t'l society was already moving towards outdoor dining and
social occasions, there is no doubt that the smoking ban has speeded up the
process. Given Irish weather patterns, this has created a demand for instant,
economical, safe and reliable heating systems.
Mark Eire of Coolea has introduced a new range to satisfy this demand which
includes fixed floor-standing units, hanging units and wall-mounted units.
Contact: Michael Keane, Mark Eire Bv. Tel: 026 - 45334;
email: sales@markeire.com
VIncent Mahony. Senior Technical
Consultant, Sanyo Air
Conditioners Ireland..
march 2006
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vincent mahony joins sanyo
Further emphaSISing its commltmpnt to the Irish marketplace Sanyo AIr
Conditioners Ireland has appointed Vincent M'ahony Senior Technical Consultant.
Vincent, who is Widely-known and respected throughout the industry, has been
involved in building services - and air conditioning in particular - for over 25
years, bringing a wealth of experience, knowledge and technical know-how to his
new role with Sanyo.
"We are delighted that some one of Vincent's calibre and expertise has chosen
to join the Sanyo Airconditioners Ireland Team" comments Barry Hennessy.
"Along with many other responsibilities, Vincent's role will be dedicated to
increasing Sanyo brand awareness and supporting consultant engineers and our
dealer network in ireland, particularly in the form of CPD presentation's
nationwide, product updates, and technical design support."
Contact: Vincent Mahony, Senior Technical Consultant, Sanyo Air Conditioners
Ireland. Tel: 01 - 403 9900; email: vincentmahony@sanyoalrcon.com
bs news12
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lENNOX) ROOFTOP SOLUTIONS
TM
Gives you
~
Cost Savings
Easy Installation
Faster Installation Time
Better Supplier Control
Better Delivery Control
Easy Maintenance
No Plantrooms
Rooftop Unit
AHU's
Control Panels
Chillers
Pipework
Wiring
Buil ers Work
All of this -----.. In this single unit
1
Lennox offers a full range of products including:-
Rooftop Solutions; Package Solutions; AHU's; Chillers; Fan Coil Units;
Split Systems; Close Control Units; Service; Commissioning and Maintenance,
Built almost entirely of aluminium,
FLEXY2 is very light and perfectly suited to modern,
fast-track building techniques where speed and
ease of installation are critical. It is also highly
corrosion-resistant, so much so that it comes with an
unprecedented 1a-year guarantee on the unit
casing,
for catalogue or further information
contact Pat Byrne
3A Avonbeg Industrial Estate, Long Mile Road, Dublin 12
Tel: Ol - 429 9703 Fax: Ol - 429 9706 Mobile: 087984 7696
email: info.ir@lennoxeurope.com
www.lennoxireland.com
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sanyo sizzles in mexico with machale!
"He's young progressive, enthusiastic and successful ... just
like us really", quipped Barry Hennessy, General Manager
Sanyo Air Conditioners Ireland, when commenting on Gareth
McHale's outstanding sixth placing in the third round of the
World Rally Championship in Mexico last month.
Gareth finished ahead of two-times World Rally Champion'
Marcus Gronholm, among other top stars of the rally world,
and has sent a clear signal to the world of rallying that he will
be a force to be reckoned with.
Sanyo has been associated with the MacHale Team for a
number of years and has enjoyed considerable exposure with
the team's success mirroring that of Sanyo's growing
penetration within the Irish marketplace.
The association began with Austin MacHale as the principal driver and the changeover to his son,
Gareth, has yielded even greater success. 'That said", comments Barry, "Austin still has unfini
business in the world of rallying and we look forward to sharing in that adventure.
"Sponsoring Gareth's Sanyo Air Conditioners Ford Focus WRC05 has a two-fold objective for us",
says Barry. "First and foremost we are associated with an exciting, highly-successful, team which
reflects our approach to the air conditioning marketplace.
"Secondly, it continues to be a unique opportunity to bring something different to the industry. Run-of-
the-mill promotional events are all very well but this year we will bring customers all over the world to
witness the greatest drivers in rallying go through their paces. They will also enjoy VIP access to the
MacHale and Ford World Rally teams. A recent customer trip to Monte Carlo was only the beginning
of the adventure for 2006.
"To date we have enjoyed considerable success since establishing a dedicated Sanyo Air
Conditioners office in Ireland and, through our sponsorship of the the MacHale team in particular, we
have reflected that success in a much broader context. Now with Gareth MacHale raising the bar and
setting even higher goals, we too at Sanyo Air Conditioners Ireland continue to do likewise." To keep
up-to-date with Gareth's progress log on to www.garethmachale.com.
Contact Barry Hennessy or Sinead Duffy, Sanyo Air Conditioners. Tel: 01 - 403 900;
email: barryhennessy@sanyoaircon.com;sineadduffy@sanyoaircon.com
standby power
AB Power Systems ltd is a leading supplier of battery-based
standby power systems. Founded in 1990 by Brian Holohan and
Aileen Dunne it can design, manufacture and install DC power
systems, battery chargers and DC distribution cabinets to
individual specifications. As an ISO 9001 :2000 approved company,
quality is assured at each stage of the manufacturing process with
only top-quality, branded, materials being used.
Applications catered for include telecommunications, power
generation, uninterruptible power systems (UPS), emergency
lighting, switch tripping, engine starting, DC control systems and
> alarms.
Contact Brian Holohan or Aileen Dunne, Tel: 01 - 4507117;
email: info@abpowersystems.ie
march 2006
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www.abpowersystems.ie
Paul Tyrrell, Operations Manager with Jennifer Mahon, Office
Manager and James Mulvaney, Workshop Supervisor AB
Power Systems.
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The VRF style outdoor Unit has
now been replaced with a
compact extended
twin fan outdoor unit. red
the physical size by 67%All outdoor units are pre-charged with refrigerant for pipe lengths up to 30 metres while
the single phase supply, for systems up to 14 8kW, is a big benefit for installers and
building owners where there is no 3-phase power supply available. The large ducted and multi-systems
have now been extended to 28kW and these are ideal for large open-plan areas such as retail stores,
fitness gyms, open offices, conference rooms, etc. They also have the advantage of pipe length of up to
70 metres.
mhi inverter split systems
The existing range of MHlmverter split systems, from 3.5 to 6.6kW, has now be extended
up to 28.0kW cooling and 31.5kW heating. The main feature of the new range is the
dramatic reduction in the size of the outdoor units, up to 72% reduction on the larger
models. This has been achieved by redevelopment of the heat exchangers and fans,
providing increased heat transfer though a smaller face area.
The optimisation of the refrigerant pressures and volume is facilitated by electronic
expansion valves and additional sensors placed at various points of the system. These
new components are monitored and controlled by the integral microcomputer, while the
system will continuously self-adjust for longer pipe lengths, and for a wide range of
climatic conditions.
DC variable speed fan motors are now included, which allow close control of the air
volume, allowing optimisation of the refrigerant pressures for maximum efficiency. The
physical size of the scroll compressor has also been reduced, a benefit of MHl's innovative
compact "vector control" design.
There are now two ducted indoor units, rated at 22.4kW and 28.0kW with high static specification. In
addition, the large heat pump outdoor units can be used with twin/triple/quad indoor unit connection,
e.g., cassettes, ducted, wall, or ceiling units.
All systems can be linked to building management systems, or to central controllers connected to VRF
systems elsewhere in the bUilding.
Contact: Michael Clancy or Darren Lowndes, 3D Air Sales ireland
Tel' 01 - 4627570; email: micclan@eircom.net
"Plug 'n' play" connectors allow fast and simple installation and relocation of
the connected equipment while the same floor grilles are used as for a
standard 300mm plenum.
This cooling system can be installed with typical existing heating systems of
the last few decades, and interfaced with York controls Working with a
minimum 2400mm slab height/false ceiling, it provides superior air quality for
occupants, inclUding high-density commercial centres, with low installation,
maintenance and operational costs.
york flexsys lowers plenum height
York s new FlexSys va ble air '0 syste offer 4' I underfloor air
conditioning in raised floors down p 1 50mm. The ability to operate at a lower
floor plenum height makes FlexSys an ideal cooling system for the
refurbishment market, especially in older office blocks with low slab-to-slab
height.
York's new FlexSys variable air volume system
offers full underfloor air conditioning in raised
floors down to 150mm
Contact: Andrew McEvitt, York ACR. Tel: 01 - 4660177;
email: yorkdublin@ieyork.com
march 2006
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With a history dating back more than 30 years, Fondital has
always sought product excellence through significant investment in
R&D and state-of-the-art production techniques. From the outset,
its mission has been to design, manufacture, and distribute
heating systems that are characterised by reliability, low running
costs and respect for the environment.
fondital appoints maple marketing
As we went to press bs news learned that Fondital, the Italian-
based international heating conglomerate, had appointed Maple
Marketing in Cork as its distributor for Ireland. With a turnover of
E750 million and multiple manufacturing plants at different
locations in Italy, Fondital is fast becoming one of the leading
boiler brands throughout Europe.
Fondital's total heating portfolio is vast but, for the moment, Maple
Marketing will concentrate on its system, combi, combi storage
and condensing boilers. Initially the emphasis will be on the Flores
Dual and the Tahiti Dual wall-mounted, combi, gas boilers. Both represent the ultimate in technical
excellence and deliver high-performance outputs while, at the same time, being low energy users.
At the recent Mostra Convegno Exhibition in Milan
where the new Fondital condensing boilers were
launched is Bill Horgan and Emmet Martin of Maple
Marketing Lld with Paolo Fumagalli, Export Area
Manager, Fondital
bs news will have further details on both in the April issue.
Contact: Bill Horgan, Maple Marketing Ltd. Tel: 021 - 4968388; email: maple@indigo.ie
vent-axia ventilation to close ...
As we went to press bs news was informed that Vent Axia Ventilation is to close. A statement
from the company reads:-
"After 20 years in business it is with regret that we announce that Vent-Axia Ventilation is to
cease trading at the end of April 2006, due to changes in work practices. In 1986 Vent-Axia
Ventilation's sales, service and distribution centre was set up by Michael Randall as a subsidiary
company of Vent-Axia Ltd. Both Michael and his team have been running a successful and
profitable company to this day. Michael also managed the Vent-Axia DIvision of the previous
distributors for Vent-Axia products since 1975.
"Vent-Axia's extensive range of products will now be available through new and
existing distributors/stockists from a nationwide network of branches. A list of these can be
obtained by contacting Vent-Axia at Tel: 01 - 450 4133; email: info@vent-axia.com
"Michael Randall and staff would like to sincerely thank all their customers and specifiers for
their valued orders, support and friendship over many years".
michael randall looks to the future
Following the closure of Vent Axial Ventilation Michael Randall will be
available for new employment in due course. He can be contacted on
his mobile - 086 256 3375.
march 2006
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Joe Durkan, Programme
Manager, SEI.
All homes builttoday, and the vastmajority built since
1980, employ central
heating. While these
systems offer
improvements over
traditional methods (open
fires, single room stoves
and ranges) there is still
room for progress in
terms of energy efficiency
and user convenience.
On top of benefits
resulting from better
insulation and building
materials in modern
housing, a further saving
of up to 20% can be
achieved by designing
and properly installing the
central heating system.
However, the potential to
achieve, and better, this
figure depends crucially
on the knowledge and
skills of the heating
installer.
There are five main to
any central heating
system: -
(1) The heat source;
(2) The distribution circuit;
(3) Heat emitters;
(4) Hot water services;
(5) Heating controls.
Improved performance
can be attained in all of
these areas, cutting both
energy costs.and C02
emissions.
Selection of the heat
generator, and fuel
march 2006
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preference, is of course a
key judgement. Fossil
fuels, in the form of oil
and gas, provide the
primary heat source to
nearly 90% of all homes
in Ireland today.
Alternative, more
sustainable, systems such
as solar thermal, heat
pumps and wood pellet
boilers are becoming
more widespread as the
technology improves and
market acceptance grows.
In all cases the installer
should ensure that,
whatever the fuel source,
the most efficient models
are chosen.
The efficiency of a
boiler or heat source is a
measure of how much of
the energy content of the
fuel is converted to useful
heat. In the worst case,
an open fire may yield as
little as 18% of the energy
content of the fuel (peat,
wood, or coal) to the
room, while the remaining
82% escapes as flue
gases, up the chimney.
Similarly, a generating
station may convert only
45% of the fuel's energy
to useful power, making
electricity a poor overall
choice for space heating.
In contrast, gas and oil
condensing boilers have
efficiencies in excess of
90% in comparison to
80% or less for more
traditional boilers. Older
boilers have efficiencies
less than 70%. This has a
serious impact on fuel
costs. Under the EU
Boiler Efficiency Directive
it is illegal to sell an oil or
gas boiler which does not
meet prescribed efficiency
levels. SEI is currently
compiling a Boiler
Directory listing the
efficiencies of all models
available on the Irish
market.
The distribution circuit,
size of the heat emitters
(radiators, underfloor
heating or warm air) and
heating controls all play
an important role in
ensuring that generated
heat is efficiently
transferred to the points
of need. The new
guidance given in
Technical Guidance
Document L to the
Building Regulations 2002
reflects this. The reduced
heat demand of today's
better-insulated houses
means that that traditional
"rule of thumb" methods
no longer apply when
sizing boilers and heat
emitters. Incorrect emitter
sizing can cause the
boiler to under-perform.
Zoning the house, so
that different sections can
be heated according to
different strategies (for
example bedrooms need
heating at lower levels
and at different times to
living areas) can yield
considerable fuel savings.
For all but the smallest of
homes, a minimum of two
heating zones is
appropriate to today's
lifestyles. Thermostatic
radiator valves can also
be used to manually
control the heat supplied
to selected rooms or
areas. It is also important
that domestic hot water is
supplied on a circuit
independent of the space
heating circuits, a simple
measure but something
which unfortunately is not
yet common practice in
Ireland.
These measures -
zoning and independent
water heating - in
conjunction with
programmable time
control (allowing heat to
be scheduled at different
times, at different levels,
in different zones) can cut
the overall heating bill by
up to 10%. Manufacturers
I
are making ever-smarter
controls to exploit the
potential of this IT age,
but their practical
application in Irish
housing is, as yet, all too
rare.
Impressive though
they are, the above
benefits will not happen in
reality unless the whole,
system is installed
correctly. This brings us
back to the role of the
installer. It is vital that a
properly-qualified heating
contractor is employed.
Apart from being able to
correctly determine the
heating requirements of
the house, the installer
will be familiar with the
newer technologies.
Condensing boilers, and
in particular, the
renewable heat sources,
all require different
plumbing techniques.
Representative
instajler bodies, including
Bord'Gais Energy Supply
(http://www.bordgais.ie/en
ergysupply), encourage a
stronger quality, safety
and efficiency ethic within
the industry. SEI is
similarly encouraging the
establishment of industry-
led systems to ensure the
provision of qualified
installers for renewable
energy technologies. This
is the way forward for the
industry.
To find out more about
any aspect of home
energy efficiency log on to
www.seLie
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Fondital Appoints Maple Marketing
The Fondital Flores Dual is a new wall-mounted combi boiler.
Available exclusively in Ireland from Maple Marketing Ltd.
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As we went to pressbs news learnedthat the Fondital
Group, the Italian-based
international heating
conglomerate, had
appointed Maple
Marketing Ltd in Cork as
its exclusive boiler
distributor for Ireland.
Maple Marketing Ltd is
well known in the Irish
heating sector as the
distributor of the
HeatMaster steel panel
convector radiators, towel
rails, designer radiators
and valves.
With a turnover of
E750 million and multiple
manufacturing plants at
different locations in Italy,
Fondital is fast becoming
one of the leading boiler
brands throughout
Europe. With a history
dating back more than 30
years, Fondital has
always sought product
excellence through
significant investment in
R&D and state-of-the-art
production techniques.
From the outset, its
mission has been to
design, manufacture, and
distribute heating systems
that are characterised by
reliability, low running
costs, and respect for the
environment.
Fondital's total heating
portfolio is vast but, for
the moment, Maple
Marketing will concentrate
on its wall-hung gas boiler
range incorporating
system, combination,
storage and condensing
boilers. All Fondital boilers
are available factory set
for either natural gas or
LPG installations, contain
state-of-the-art tried and
tested components, and
offer excellent heating
efficiency and fully
automatic modulation.
rra ~h 2006
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The Tahiti Dual RTFS
System boiler is available
in 24kW and 28kW
versions. The 24kW
system boiler has been
awarded a 3-Star
92/42/CEE efficiency
rating. The end-user is
guaranteed a high-quality,
high-performance, low-
consumption product that
is easy to use, easy to
install and easy to
maintain. The control
panel on all Fondital
boilers is simple to
operate and the LED
display contains alarm
indication lights for safety
flame cut-out, over-
heating, insufficient
draught on the flue,
insufficient water
pressure, and
temperature probe faults.
In terms of
combination boilers Maple
offers alternative Fondital
products. The cost-
effective Flares Dual
CTFS 24kW combi boiler
contains a bi-thermal heat
exchanger for the
production of both DHW
and central heating. The
Flares CTFS24 has also
been awarded a 3-Star
efficiency rating. The
Tahiti Dual CTFS 24kW
and 28kW offer separate
heat exchangers for DHW
and heating purposes.
Again the Tahiti CTFS
combis have been
awarded a 3-Star
efficiency rating. All
Fondital boilers include a
unique and patented front
panel opening feature that
allows the boiler door to
be opened from left to
right or from right to left,
depending on the
installation.
Fondital has
developed an exclusive
DHW production
technology for its NIAS
System storage boilers
called the "Aqua Premium
System". The NIAS boiler
allows for programmable
large DHW withdrawals.
The 24kW delivers 160ltrs
DHW, the 28kW delivers
180ltrs, and the 32kW
delivers a massive 200ltrs
of DHW, all in10 minutes.
Fondital NIAS boilers
deliver large amounts of
DHW when it is most
needed. The NIAS boilers
include a plate heat
exchanger and a 251tr
water stratification tank
which can be left
inoperative when not
needed for maximum
energy efficiency. As with
all Fondital boilers energy
efficiency is excellent and
the NIAS boilers again
have a 3-star rating.
Last but not least,
Maple Marketing has just
made available the
Fondital condensing
boilers in 24kW and 32kW
versions which were
recently launched at the
Mostra Convegno
Exhibition in Milan. The
Tahiti condensing boiler
offers excellent efficiency
with a 4-star rating,
extremely low emissions
and large DHW supply.
it saxs in the product
literature Fondital's
"concern for the
environment reaches
even higher".
Maple Marketing
stocks a comprehensive
range of boiler spare
parts with a Fondital
factory-certified service
support structure.
Contact: Bill Horgan,
Boiler Sales Manager,
Maple Marketing Ltd.
Tel: 021 4968388;
Mobile: 087 6895575;
email: maple@indigo.ie
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Think inside the box...
...the NEW Vitodens 100 gas condensing boilers
•
-----.----,l
Stainless steel technology built in
At Viessmann we manufacture our own unique
stainless steel heat exchangers (shown above),
for exceptional performance and long term
reliability.
Outputs up to 28kW.
System, Combi & Compact Models.
System & Combi Models 400mm(w) x 700mm(h).
Compact Model only 350mm(w) x 530mm(h).
Available from:
Precision Heating Ltd.
Unit 4b, Northwest Business Park, Ballycoolin, Dublin 15
Tel: 01 809 1571 Fax: 01 809 1570
Visit us at The Energy Show
10th & 11th May, RDS Dublin.
VIE~MANN
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New Suprima HE & Performa HE
From Potterton Myson
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Over the past 150years thePotterton name
has become synonymous
with top-quality, high-
specification products. All
benefit from world-class
manufacturing skills, are
easy to install and reliable
in service.
Brief details of the entire
range are as follows:-
Potterton Suprima L
A wall-mounted cast iron
gas boiler, Suprima L
offers a wide range of
boilers from the same
compact case size. The
range covers all domestic
applications while the
larger model (35kW) can
be linked to power larger
properties.
Potterton Suprima HE
The original Suprima is
known for its extensive
range of outputs, low lift
weight, compact
dimensions, extensive
flue options and
advanced technology.
The Suprima HE range
remains true to this
design concept.
It is available in six
outputs - from 30,000
Btu/h to 80,000 Btu/h. All
The new Performa HE from
Potterton Myson (Ire)
march 2006
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meet pending changes in
energy-efficiency
leg islation.
Potterton Performa
System
This range comprises gas
fired, wall-mounted
system boilers combining
elegant designs with
sophisticated electronic
monitoring and controls.
There are four models
available.
Potterton Performa
Combi
There are three models in
this wall-mounted
combination gas boiler
range - the Performa 24
for starter and smaller
homes; Performa 28 for
most heating and
domestic hot water
requirements; and
Performa 28i which
provides near
instantaneous domestic
hot water.
Potterton Performa
System HE
The Potterton Performa
System HE range
features the same internal
design and technology
platform as the Performa
range but with high-
efficiency modifications
designed to maximise
installation simplicity.
There are four boiler in
the range - the
Potterton Performa 12
HE; 18 HE; 24 HE; and
28 HE.
Potterton Performa
Combi HE
The Performa Combi HE
range incorporates all the
features of the combi
range but with
modifications which
improve efficiencies and
make installation even
simpler. Models are the
Potterton Performa 24
Eco HE; 24i HE; and 30
HE. They provide
domestic hot water flow
rates of 9.8 to 12.1 litres
per minute and central
heating outputs from
24kW to 31 kW.
Promax HE Plus
This range of high-
efficiency boilers features
innovative heat exchanger
technology that allows up
to 19% more heat to be
drawn from the same
amount of fuel used in a
standard appliance. An A
Class Sedbuk rating
means the lowest
possible running costs.
There are six models to
choose from with an
intelligent control system
that automatically adjusts
heat outputs to match the
demand, from 15kW to
33kW.
Potterton Kingfisher
Kingfisher Mf L is a floor
standing gas boiler range.
Its fanned-flue design
complies with the strictest
requirements of the
Building Regulations. All
models are the same
compact size - 290mm
wide - while it also offers
adjustable flue
positioning.
Potterton Promax FSB
30 HE
This advanced range of
Sedbuk Band A rated,
fully-modulating, floor-
standing boilers offers
heat outputs from 9.kW to
30.2kW non-condensing.
The single model range
comes with an integrated
condensate pump as
standard and adjustable,
simple-to-operate
controls. Ideal for fully-
pumped open or sealed
systems, it has a Class 5
Nox rating and comes
with 1-year guarantee.
Potterton Statesman
The Statesman L range of
floor standing oil boilers
offers solutions for most
oil boiler requirements
and provides state-of-the-
art design, excellent
performance, reliability
and ease of installation.
Potterton Commercial
The Potterton Commercial
range (outputs from 40kW
to 2500kW) includes high-
efficiency floor and wall
mounted models,
including the Paramount
wall-hung unit (outputs
from 40kW to 80kW).
Contact: Potterton Myson.
Tel: 01 - 459 0870;
email:
post@pottertonmyson.ie
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Vitodens 100 Series
From Viessmann
bs news
Viessmann's confidence in the durability of stainless steel is reflected
in the full two-year parts and labour guarantee provided with each
unit. Additionally, the heat exchanger benefits from a ten-year
guarantee against corrosion.
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The new Vitodens100 condensing gasboiler series from
Viessmann consists of
combi, system and open
vent boilers and perfectly
complements its higher
specification versions in
the Vitodens 200, 300
and 333 series.
Offering a
specification, dimension
and pricing to meet the
exacting requirements of
social housing, the
Vitodens 100 series does
not compromise on
design and manufacturing
approach. It incorporates
a stainless steel heat
exchanger and
modulating burner which
results in an operating
efficiency of 97%, meeting
the SEDBUK A rating.
The heat exchanger is
the Viessmann-designed
and manufactured Inox-
Radial, using high
specification stainless
steel. With over 15 years'
experience and more than
800,000 boilers in the
field, Viessmann has a
good track record in
condensing technology
and this has led to its
decision to use stainless
steel throughout the entire
range.
This confidence in the
durability of stainless
steel is reflected in the
full two-year parts and
labour guarantee provided
with each unit.
Additionally, the heat
exchanger benefits from a
ten-year guarantee
against corrosion.
Operating features
include an "AquaBloc"
which combines all the
water handling controls in
one compact assembly
specially engineered for
the new boiler. This gives
march 2006
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rapid response to
demands for DHW and it
can easily be removed or
changed for maintenance.
The design ensures that
all servicing can be
carried out from the front
and its dimensions
(H700mm, W400,
D340mm system and
combi and H530mm,
W350mm, D340mm for
the open vent Compact)
ensures an easy fit
alongside kitchen
cabinets. All connections
are made from below.
The flue dimensions of
100mm is compatible with
normal core drills.
Control connections
are provided for either a
remote time-switch or a
choice of the optional
plug-in 24-hour analogue
or 7-day digital time
clocks. Room thermostat
connections are also
given and the drop-down
controls can display faults
for speedy diagnosis.
The system boiler
versions shares the
dimensions and operating
efficiency of the combi
version and provides an
in-built 8-litre expansion
vessel.
The two open-vent
versions - the Vitodens
Compact: 18kW and
24kW - can directly
replace boilers on non-
pressurised systems.
Viessmann started
working with stainless
steel more than 30 years
ago and over this period it
has developed its own
selection of steels suited
to resisting the products
of gas and oil condense
in flues, but also with the
necessary mechanical
properties. The
mechanical issues are
equally important, as the
heat exchanger and other
components have to
stand up to the strains
imposed by the boilers
heating and cooling.
Forming and welding
stainless steel is more
difficult than with other
materials so that this
expertise too has been
developed alongside that
of steel formulation.
Viessmann believes it is
the only boiler
manufacturer to develop
and make its stainless
steel components entirely
within its own factory.
In 1992, Viessmann
launched the first ever
stainless steel condensing
boiler in Europe. Since
then the company has
moved to the point where
its whole condensing
range, from 4.5kW to
6,600kW outputs, is
entirely s.tainless steel.
Basically, condensing
boilers have higher
efficiencies than
conventional models
because they allow
vapour to condense and
pass most of the latent
heat into the heating
system. The condensate
produced is mildly acidic
with a pH of 3 to 4 which
is comparable with
rainwater or vinegar. Tes~s
conducted on other
materials, principally
aluminium and copper,
have shown that its
prolonged exposure to
some metals can cause
corrosion and they cannot
match the corrosion-
resistance of stainless
steel.
Viessmann is theref
confident that the new
Vitodens 100 range of
condensing boilers will be
every bit as robust and
reliable as its bigger
brothers.
Contact: Alan Hogan,
Precision Heating.
Tel: 01 - 809 1571;
email:
info@precisionheating.ie
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face to face
I PAUL SHERIDAN & MICHAEL STONEI
he Government - through the Department of Finance -
released the new draft forms of the Building and Civil Contracts
for consultation with the construction industry in April 2005, The
proposed new forms of contract are completely new, have no generic
background or precedence, and are not based on any eXisting contract such
as GDLA, RIAI IEI or FIDIC This, according to Michael Stone, ECA Chairman,
is a recipe for disaster especially for the bUilding servIces sector.
'These new forms of contracts will impact adversely on the entire construe
industry", says Michael. "but they have particular significance of the building
services sector. Our legal advice is that the lack of precedence Will Inevitably
lead to misinterpretation of the contract clauses resulting in claims disputes
and I tigatlon, which Will Inevitably end up In the courts, resulting in project
delays and cost over-runs.
"The contracts are ambiguous c1ea~ly unworkable, and Will lead to serious
hardships on both main and sub-contractors. While we understand and support
the Government's drive for pnce certainty in relation to public procurement
contracts, this is not the way to go about it."
Looking at the general overview, the ConstructIon Industry Federation (CIF) in
conjunction With the ConstructIon Industry Council (CIC) have made It quite
clear that they are opposed to the new forms of contracts. They believe that
agreements made at the SRC and the Forum for the Construction Industry
(FCI) should be Implemented and that the Government could achieve its
reforms through the eXisting forms of contract. The National Roads Authority
current contract is the perfect example of reforming eXisting well known and
understood contracts le FIDIC. The NRA is now bnnglng In projects on tim
and under budget. One must only look at the new M4 and M7 motorways.
There are many areas of concern relating to the new contract proposals.
However, when we spoke with Michael Stone and Paul Shendan, Executive,
Mechanical & Electncal Services, qlF, we concentrated mainly on those
affecting the bUilding services sector
The proposed new contracts don't even mention nomlnatlon says Paul
Shendan "which, in our view, indicates that the Government wants to
introduce domestic type contracts to the commercial/industrial sector. New
terminology - such as 'Novation' and 'Named Specialists' - has been been
Introduced not as replacements for nomination but as complete alternatives.
For subcontractors this means that they will be employed on a domestic baSIS
resulting in the loss of the entitlements whIch are ava lable under nomrnatlon
such as payment terms. However, the Government did Introduce in its
guidance notes, an assignment type mechanism for the selection of
subcontractors, allowing the contracting authority to engage subcontracts
directly during tender stage. Unfortunately, the Government has not indIcated
how thIS contractual mechanism Will be Implemented and operated. Also what
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IPAUL SHERIDAN & MICHAEL STONE!
The new building and civil
forms of contracts are a
recipe for disaster. The
government seems intent
on sacrificing value for
money for price certainty.
Nominated status has
been consigned to the bin
'" this is all about risk
transfer, not risk
management
terms and conditions will be binding on the main
contractor once it becomes responsible for its
administration?
.. lite simply, the proposed new contracts allow the
loyer to transfer all the risks involved in construction
o r cts to the main contractor. This IS an unacceptable
::>llUCl Ion. Modern contractual techniques seek to allocate
risk to those best capable of managing and most
importantly understanding and estimating those risks Risk
needs to be managed not transferred. There is no
rationale in assigning all risk to the contractor as
ultimately the overall project risk will lie with the employer.
A further restriction on claims IS that the Employers
Representative (ER) will no longer act reasonably In
contractual matters but Will always act in the sole Interests
of the employer. This arrangement will force more
disputes to be resolved by conciliation or more
undesirably, arbitration. The contract provides a limitation
on the ER's contractual capability to issue instructions,
obliging him to seek employer approval at all times. This
type of mechanism is bureaucratic in nature and will slow
projects down. Furthermore, the employer may replace
the ER at any stage. ThiS IS very contentious and may
MARCH 2006
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have serious implications at final account stage.
"Indeed, on the issue of final accounts the new contracts
clearly state that any errors made by the Employers
Representative, or errors made in the bill of quantities, will
not effect the contract sum Also, the resolution of such
errors shall be to the benefit of the employer only. ThiS
essentially means that these errors must be resolved at
the contractor's expense. ThiS IS totally inappropriate and
allows scope for shoddy design and Inaccurate supply of
information.
The ECA, along with their colleagues in MEBSCA,
understand and fully support the need for greater cost
certainty within the industry. However, the new form of
fixed price/lump sum contracts proposed by Government
are not the answer. They bare no resemblance to any
agreements at the FCI, or to any recommendations made
by the SRC. They are completely new and totally ignore
the realities of the marketplace
"Quite frankly, we believe that in its pursuit of price
certainty, the Government has forsaken the concept of
value for money".
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Refrigeration Legislation:
EU 2037/2000-
What You Need to Know
John Murphy, Lecturer
(Refrigeration and Air
Conditioning), Faculty of the Built
Environment, Dublin Institute of
Technology.
email: john.murphy@dit.ie
I n recent months there hasbeen a lot of talk aboutrefrigerants and the effects
that legislation regarding aDS
(Ozone Depleting Substances)
will have on the refrigeration and
air conditioning industry. Fears
have also been expressed about
how difficult it will be to achieve
compliance. However, thanks to
guidance notes issued by the
Environmental protection
Agency and a pro-active
approach from within the
industry itself, there is little
cause for concern, writes John
Murphy, Lecturer, Refrigeration
and Air Conditioning, Faculty of
the Built Environment, DIT.
Ifyou take a good look at the
requirements, they can be
summed up in one phrase - best
practice. The requirements are
simple and straightforward,
requiring no more than any
competent refrigeration engineer
should be doing anyway. For
instance, one of the requirements
is that systems should be leak-
tested on a regular basis,
dependant on the refrigerant
charge within the system. As this
should be carried out on every
maintenance visit or service call,
compliance should be easy.
However, all systems will now
have to be labelled with the
refrigerant and oil type and
quantity. This can only be of
benefit to the service engineer
visiting a site and should, in the
long term, have a major impact
on both the quantity of aDS
released to the atmosphere and
the quantity of greenhouse
gasses emitted by power stations.
A properly-charged system will
use less energy than an over-
charged or under-charged system
and therefore the end-user will
benefit from reduced energy
costs and less C02 will be
emitted from the power station.
Another requirement is for
certification of engineers for
refrigerant handling. The EPA
requires that all personnel
handling CFC and HCFC
refrigerants will be certified by
the end of 2006. At DIT we have
been aware of this requirement
and about three years ago
introduced City and Guilds 2078
certification in refrigerant
handling. We looked at a number
of options regarding certification
and concluded that this course
was the most suitable due to its
acceptance as an industry
standard and the world-wide
appeal of City & Guilds
certifications.
The EPA has also accepted C&G
2078 as the standard
requirement for compliance and
has been impressed by the
uptake on this course within the
industry over the last number of
years. There has been a general
acceptance of the fact that the
industry has been pro-active in
this regard and should be
congratulated.
Over the coming year there will
be a large demand for
certification. Companies not
using certified engineers by the
end of this year will face serious
sanctions by the EPA, as well as
a loss of business, as end-users
become aware of their
responsibilities to only use
certified craftsmen. It is also
expected that there will be an
increase in maintenance
contracts as leak detection
becomes mandatory and the
benefits of a leak-free system
become apparent to end users.
C&G 2078 takes the form of a
two-part "Proof of Knowledge".
Each participant will be issued
with notes in advance of the
course which he/she will have to
study. On the day there is a two
hour presentation followed by a
questions and answers session
and demonstration of the
processes involved in correctly
handling refrigerants. Each
participant will then go through
a verbal examination on the
notes, followed by a practical test
on a purpose-built refrigeration
training rig.
Draft guidance notes are
available on the EPA website,
www.epa.ie
Contacting John Murphy at
john.murphy@dit.ie.
march 2006
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Lennox Takes Roof tops
to New Heights
The new rooftop is built almost entirely of aluminium, which means it
is much lighter and better suited to modern fast-track building
techniques. Aluminium also has excellent corrosion resistance
properties, hence it comes with an unprecedented 10-year guarantee.
W hile Ireland has,in the past, beenslower than
many European markets
to adopt rooftops, many
designers now recognise
that packaged rooftop air
conditioners provide the
most convenient and
energy-efficient
installation for a growing
range of applications.
Modern versions offer
high-performance heat
pump heating and
cooling, closely controlled
by the latest in electronic
communication
echnology, and packaged
in a single, low-energy,
pre-fabricated, factory-
commissioned unit,
according to Pat Byrne of
Lennox Ireland.
"Rooftops effectively
manage the humidity
levels and indoor air
quality of buildings while
delivering low life-cycle
costs", says Pat, "and
Lennox is the European
market leader in this type
of technology. We have
now moved to consolidate
that position with the
introduction of the
LEXY2 range which is
ideal for single or double
storey buildings like
cinemas, warehouses,
retail outlets and
factories. They also
deliver unbeatable Iife-
cycle cost and
environmental benefits for
end users".
Available with cooling
capacities from 85kW to
234kW in three different
package sizes, these
products build on the
credentials of the original
FLEXY, but come with a
series of enhanced
features. For example, all
models are built around
highly-efficient and
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compressors and use
R41 OA environmentally-
friendly refrigerant. The
standard Baltic range
from 20kW to 70kW is still
available which gives
Lennox 20kW - 234kW in
rooftop solutions.
The coil dimensions
have been enlarged to
improve the operating
limits of the units in
comparison to older
models and also to
increase coefficient of
performance (CoP) to 2.7
at full load and 3.8 at part
load. There is also a heat
pump version available
across the range.
Lennox has also
improved the performance
of the fan. At nominal
airflow, the airspeed is
10% -15% lower than in
earlier rooftop ranges and
this results in a lower
internal pressure drop
without any loss of
delivery to the occupied
space. Also, because the
units run with 41 OA, they
have smaller diameter fin
coils with a very low
pressure drop.
Rooftops tend to
operate most of the time
at part load, so Lennox
has ensured optimum
performance by providing
dual refrigerant circuits
and tandem compressor
operation, managed and
monitored by the
specially-designed
Climatic 50 control
package, which is fitted to
all Lennox rooftops. As
well as the efficiency
benefits, this also
improves reliability and
ensures the FLEXY2 can
deal with extreme
temperatures and a wide
range of climatic
conditions.
The new rooftop is
built almost entirely of
aluminium, which means
it is much lighter and
therefore better suited to
modern fast-track building
techniques where ease
and speed of installation
are paramount. The fact
that it is aluminium means
Lennox offers an
unprecedented 10-year
warranty against
corrosion on the new
FLEXY2.
An indoor air quality
(IAQ) kit is available,
along with an optional
heat recovery module,
which takes advantage of
the fact that more
applications now call for
large quantities of fresh
air. Highly-efficient plug
fans and/or modulating
burners can also be fitted
to further reduce the Iife-
cycle cost of this highly
flexible product.
The new FLEXY2
incorporates many of the
innovative techniques
developed in the
manufacture of Lennox's
acclaimed Baltic rooftops,
including a hinged coil for
ease of access to the
compressor for servicing.
This means there is no
need to include a service
hatch, so making the unit
even more compact.
The FLEXY2 is
available in cooling only,
heat pump, gas fired or
dual fuel (gas fired and
heat pump) versions and
life-cycle costs are further
reduced by the
incorporation of a unique
alternating defrost feature.
This means that when
one refrigerating circuit is
in defrost setting, the
other is still running in
heat-pump mode.
Contact: Pat Byrne,
Sales Director, Lennox
Ireland.
Tel: 01 - 429 9703;
email:
ireland.sales@lennox.com
www.lennoxeurope.com
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Wile Wastewater Management
ith the
acquisition of
the wastewater
pump company EMU in
2003, Wilo can now offer
one of the most
comprehensive portfolios
of pumps and packaged
pump systems available to
the Irish market. It offers
significant advantages in
building services and
municipal wastewater
design and installation
with all pumping solutions
tailored to clients' specific
requirements. Brief details
of the different ranges
contained within the
portfolio, and the
applications catered for,
are as follows:-
Packaged Pump Stations
The Wilo range of
packaged pump stations,
from the KH 32 series
suitable for single en-suite
applications up to the
large XXXL series suitable
for apartment buildings or
housing clusters, can be
delivered to site complete.
All packaged sets include
prefabricated sump,
pumps, all internal
pipework and valves, level
control, remote alarms
and control panel, ready
to install in a prepared
excavation or location.
Wilo EMUPORT System
The innovative EMUPORT
is a packaged pump
station with a solids
separation system which
is the perfect solution for
pumping unscreened
wastewater. It contains a
Id \.,; I £v
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solids separation system,
where the pumps
themselves do not come
into contact with the
solids.
The wastewater flows
through a distributor
chamber to one of two
solids separation
chambers. Here the solids
are filtered out and held
back by the separation
flaps allowing only the
filtered liquid to flow
through to the holding
chamber. When the
holding chamber is full the
pump process begins
automatically. The liquid is
now pumped through the
solids separation tank,
flushing the solids to the
discharge point. The
entire system is flushed
and cleaned.
Wilo WS System
This range of pump
stations is designed using
either 900mm or 11 OOmm
pre-fabricated sumps and
is perfect for installation
externally in an excavated
pit. They are suitable for
collecting and pumping
sewage and wastewater
from houses, apartment
blocks, office buildings
etc. They can be supplied
in single or twin pump
arrangements, from 40mm
size with macerator up to
80mm, having a free ball
passage of 80mm.
They come complete
with all the necessary
internal piping, valves,
flushing connection etc. A
choice of level controls
and electrical panels is
WILO-Drainlift WS series - This
pump station is designed using
either 900mm or 11 OOmm pre-
fabricated sumps and is perfect
for installation externally in an
excavated pit.
WILO TMW pump
also available for these
stations.
Once installed access
to the sump is via an
inspection cover finished
flush with the surrounding
ground level.
Wilo KH System
The WILO-O'rainlift KH
series is a ready-to-use
unit designed for single
WC connections as it can
be connected directly to
the back of a toilet. In
addition, the unit can also
take the wastewater from
a hand basin and shower.
It is supplied complete
with macerator, all
required switch and
control equipment, and
built-in non-return valve.
WILO-Drainlift KH series is a
ready-to-use unit designed for
single WC connections
WILO MTS pump macerator
Pumps
Wilo also has a comple
range of pumps suitatJ
for pumping sewage and
wastewater.
This includes pumps
with macerators for
chopping solids and
discharging the waste
through small-bore pipe
systems, contractor-style
pumps for pit drainage,
and sewage pumps up to
600mm discharge
diameter.
Contact: Wilo
Engineering.
Tel: 01 - 061 227566;
email sales@wilo.ie;
www.wilo.ie
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BallHave aDid
Don and Helene Byrne with Kevin and Mary O'Connell
Robert and Mary Carr
bs news
Kevin and Louise Kelly, with Conor Fadey and Margaret
Dolan, and Amelda and Ger Keating
Sean Harrington with Emma Derrick and Heather Edge
Cullinan
Donald Leeper, President,
CIBSE with Kevin Kelly,
Chairman, CIBSE Republic of
Ireland Branch
Rea IlyEveryone
W hile attendance at the recent CIBSE Ballwas marginally down on previousyears, the balanced mix of suppliers
and consultants was perhaps the best to date. It
made for the perfect atmosphere and
underpinned the growing interaction between
manufacturers and specifiers at this level. That
said, the occasion was a ball and there is no
denying that those in attendance literally had a
ball. Formalities and speeches were virtually non-
existent, the overriding theme of the evening
being fun, entertainment and social interaction.
The dancefloor was jammed from the first number
and remained so for the duration of the band's
set. Congratulations to all who made this an
excellent, all-industry, social occasion.
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Kevin and Emer O'Rourke, Tony and Aileen McKinley
Ben and Margaret Ghee with Margaret and Patrick Kelleher
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EPBD Information Update
James Duggan with Niall Duffy, Ciaran McCabe, and Daniel
Matthews
Kevin Kelly, Chairman CIBSE Republic of Ireland Branch
with Vincent Murray, Manager (Ireland), IES, and Brian
Geraghty, Vice-Chairman CIBSE Republic of Ireland Branch
topic, as did the lively
discussion which
followed the
presentation. Main
concerns raised related
to the time-scale for
implementing the
EPBD.
Sustainable Energy
Ireland (SEI) was also
represented at the
meeting and advised
the meeting on the
current status of the
Action Plan for
implementing the
EPBD in Ireland.
For a summary of
the discussion at the
meeting, or a copy of
Mr Murray's paper,
contact Dr Ken Beattie
at DIT Bolton St by
email:
Ken.Beattie@ditie
CIBSE is makinga concertedeffort to make
members aware of the
implications, and
opportunities, of the
forthcoming EU Energy
Performance of
Buildings Directive
(EPBD). As part of this
programme Vincent
Murray, Manager
(Ireland) IES Ltd was
invited to present a
paper on his experience
on compliance checks
for a 50,000 m2 mixed
development
(commercial, retail and
residential) project in
London at a recent
technical evening.
The large
attendance reflected the
importance of this
-
-
-
-
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Sustainable Design Conference
The Future of Sustainable Design in Building Services Engineering is in good hands
if attendance at the CIBSE Conference in Dublin recently is anything to go by.
Participants included 200 delegates, 40 industry sponsors and an excellent array of
speakers. The interaction and discussion between all present created almost a
workshop environment, making this event a landmark occasion in building services
engineering. We will have a full report in bs news April 2006.
N
E
W
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-
-
-
Diploma Awards Assessors & Recipients - Tony McKinley,
Ellen O'Connor, 2nd Place; John George Butler, 1st Place;
Niall Duffy, 3rd Place; Alan Duggan, and Albert Byrne.
march 2006
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Degree Awards Assessors & Recipients - Tony McKinley,
Bobby Va,nce, 3rd Place; Shane Brady, 1st Place; Graham Ford,
2nd Place; Alan Duggan, and Albert Byrne
bs news
REPUBLIC OF IRELAND
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Grundfos Reinforces
Wastewater Activities
New Unilift CC pump supplements the Grundfos wastewater range
os news
by the company for the
wastewater sector. "The
Unilift CC was designed
to be as strong and
reliable as any other
Grundfos product, so
we are quite confident
that it will be well
received in the market.
Of course, it doesn't
hurt that it offers great
value for money, too!
But that doesn't mean
that we will be resting
on our laurels - we still
have a lot up our
sleeves when it comes
to domestic wastewater
applications."
Contact: Gemma
Horan Grundfos (Ire).
Tel: 01 - 408 9800;
email: info-ie@
grundfos.com
I I
Designed to be small
and portable, it is made
from a combination of
composite and stainless
steel.
The range comprises
three models capable of
handling flows up to 14
m3/h, head up to 9 m
and particles up to 10
mm in size. As they can
be used to pump away
water
down to a level of 3
mm, this low-suction
ability saves both time
and money, as very
little residual water is
left.
Gardon Barry made
it clear that this new
unit is but the beginning
in a whole series of
developments planned
wastewater
applications.
"For example, we
have recently launched
the Sololift+ lifting
stations for all kinds of
wastewater in domestic
settings, the Conlift
range for condensate,
and of course the full
Unilift series of
drainage pumps which
includes the well-known
KP and AP ranges.
Now, the new Unilift CC
fulfils a need that the
existing Unilift range did
not cover - it allows
liquid to be pumped
away down to a level of
just 3 mm!"
The new Unilift CC
pump is a submersible
drainage pump
described as a "two-in-
one" pump because of
its ability to handle both
ordinary drainage jobs
and low-suction tasks.
The Unilift CC is a two-in-one
pump: With the strainer, it covers
regular drainage jobs; without the
strainer, it can pump away liquids
down to a level of 3 mm.
S ynonymous theworld over withinnovative pump
technology, and
circulators in particular,
in recent years
Grundfos has applied
this wealth of
knowledge and
experience to pump
requirements across the
entire building services
spectrum. This is
specially so with
~omestic wastewater
handling where it has
introduced innovative
products for sewage,
effluent, condensate,
and more. Now this
range has been further
strengthened with the
arrival of new Unilift CC
submersible drainage
pump.
Gordon Barry,
Grundfos Ireland, says:
"We are very pleased
ollowing the
introduction of these
new products that the
market is now fully
aware that Grundfos
has an extensive
wastewater portfolio
with the same focus on
quality as our well-
known circulator
pumps. The new Unilift
CC is just the latest in a
long series of product
launches to reflect our
decision to focus
strongly on domestic
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The Low Energy Show
House, which showcased
the latest innovations in
building methods and new
products, embracing the
whole area of sustainability,
proved to be extreme
popular with visitors. The
timber-frame, show house
was designed by local
architect Rachel Bevan and
built by Europe's largest
timber frame company,
Kingspan Century.
the building blocks for an
even more successful event
next year. We have received
some extremely helpful
input from exhibitors on
how best to improve the
attendance numbers for the
future and I would like to
thank all of this year's 120
exhibitors for their sUPJfort
in our first year at the
helm."
s news
Entries to Skillbuild were
very high and trainees from
acro orthem Ireland
de 0 trated their kills
acros the entire building
trades spectrum.
One of the highlights of the
event was the New Product
of the Show Awards and
with the high level of
excellent entries the judges
had a tough decision to
ake. However, there
could only be one ov~
~inner and Hansgrohe
clinched the award for its
Raindance Air Shower.
lualRYi of exhibitors
of the how
mars from
representing
c lnve tment
the BRE, ha
the profile
th the
Plan Expo I
e have provided
Visitors at the recent
Construct Incorporating
Plan Expo event at the
King's Hall, Belfast, have
provided positive feedback
to organisers, Expo
Exhibitions Ltd. An
independent survey was
conducted at Construct
Incorporating Plan Expo,
sponsored by Action
Renewables, which
indicated that 91 % of
visitors felt it was very
worthwhile or worthwhile
taking time to visit the
event. In addition, 83% of
visitors confirmed that they
plan to visit the event again
next year.
Garret Buckley, Joint
Managing Director, Expo
Exhibitions, says:
"Although we were
disappointed with the
overall level of attendance
at Construct Incorporating
Plan Expo, the feedback
from visitors has been very
atisfying. This is our first
organising this event
hope that the positive
limaeJ\ts of the event will
ed ueon ithin th
etlon try
E pa Painls Th.
Way Farward
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electri al services engln erlng
Dr Michael Conlon,
School of Control Systems and
Electrical Engineering,
DIT Kevin Street.
email: michaeI.conlon@dit.ie
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Mitigation of Triplen Harmonics in
Electrical Installations - Part 2
Harmonic-producing
Load
Series
Filter
Series Passive Filters
With the shunt filter described in Figure A. the harmonic
currents (in thiS case the 3rd harmonic) is trapped and
prevented from flOWing back to the supply. With the
series-connected filter, the impedance of the filter
approaches infinity at the frequency component which
is to be blocked, as shown in Figure B. By connecting a
number of stages in series, more than one harmonic
can be blocked. As with the parallel-connected filter,
the series filter is normally used for a single load or a
small group of loads.
current, as shown in Figure A. The parallel-connected
filter is designed with a resonant branch which has zero
impedance at the resonant frequency. Thus, the filter
will provide zero impedance to the flow of currents at
150Hz, shunting the 3rd harmonic current from the load
and preventing it flOWing back to the supply. As the
shunt filter may interfere with the remainder of the
network, care is taken to de-tune the. filter to some
extent.
Figure B Application of a Series Filter to a Harmonic Producing Load
Harmonic-producing
Load
Parallel
Filter
In a previous article in bs news (December 2005), I
looked at the analysis of harmonics in electrical
installations and at the approaches available for the
mitigation of the problem of excessive triplen
harmonics. The remedies were classified as follows:
- Deal with the excessive currents by over-rating the
neutral conductor;
- Contain triplen harmonics by selection of
transformer connections;
- Confine harmonics to the load by installing shunt
filters;
- Reduce the harmonics taken by the load by means
of series filters;
- Prevent triplen currents flowing using blocking filters
in the neutral conductor;
- Install an active power filter.
Shunt or Parallel Passive Filters
Shunt or parallel-connected filters can be connected at
the load which is causing the flow of the harmonic
Figure A Shunt or Parallel Filter and Harmonic-Producing Load
The earlier article looked at the first two remedies. This
article will concentrate on the application of filters to
the problem.
march 2006
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Mitigation of Triplen Harmonics in
Electrical Installations - Part 2
~=~ Harmonic-producing
1--------+1 Loads
Figure C Blocking Filter in Neutral Conductor
Blocking Filter in Neutral Conductor
One approach to the problem of excessive harmonics
in the neutral conductor is to install a third harmonic or
blocker filter in the neutral conductor, as shown in
Figure C. The filter is designed such that it has high
impedance at the third harmonic frequency, thus limiting
the flow of the third harmonic current, but low
impedance at the fundamental frequency. In this way,
the triplen harmonics are blocked in the neutral, rather
than in the individual phases.
Active Power Filters
Active power filters are power electronic devices which
inject current (or voltage) components and compensate
for the harmonics created by the load. Shunt filters
cancel the load currents and series filters compensate
for the voltages which arise. Active power filters are
designed to control any interaction which may occur
between the network and the filter. Figure D shows an
active filter which is compensating for the harmonic
currents in the load.
Comparison of Mitigation Methods
The mitigation methods presented in Figure D differ
greatly in terms of both their costs and performance in
dealing with the problem of triplen harmonics. As
indicated in the previous article, increasing the rating of
the cables will mean a more expensive installation
march 2006
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and/or higher losses due to the triplen harmonics. The
installation of shunt filters is relatively moderate in
terms of cost but can interact with the rest of the
network and require careful selection.
Series filters (either individual filters for each phase or
blocker filters on the neutral) are also moderate in cost
but will lead to distortion in the load voltage, possibly
reducing the ride-through capability of power supplies.
Safety issues can also arise because of the connection
of an impedance in the neutral conductor, possibly
leading to a potential rise at the load neutral with
respect to earth. Active filters (either separate series
and shunt filters or combined conditioners) are
considerably more expensive than passive filters.
The assessment required to justify the installation of
any of these solutions would clearly have to consider
the capital cost of the solution, the cost and
convenience of installation (including space
requirements of compensating equipment), the on-
going maintenance (if any), the benefit - including
reduced losses and enhanced performance of load
equipment - and the possible avoidance of penalties
due to excessive injection of harmonics. Clearly, such
an assessment would be highly site or installation
specific.
LoadSupply
+- MM
=;: FIIIr .-.
-
-
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-
Figure D Application of Active Filter
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heard it on the .grapevine
•In e sLbumPI
\1\1ASTEFUL ROLLER
ON YOUR BIKE!
DOUBLE ENERGY ReSERVES AND
CHARGE foR WATER
In a detailed submission to the
Department of Finance on the
forthcoming new National Development
Plan (2007-2013, Engineers Ireland has
called on the Government to improve its
vital energy reserves. It wants to double
our onshore oil storage capacity from 45
days supply to 90 days, and to increase
our gas storage capacity from the
current level of 15 days. This call
highlights our dependence on imported
fossil fuels and clearly illustrates our
vulnerability from both a security and
cost viewpoint. The current reserve
levels seem totally inadequate in the face
of the continuing booming economy. In
the same submission Engineers Ireland
has called for water charges for all water
users, including domestic consumers, to
be introduced on a phased basis and at a
level sufficient to ensure full cost
recovery for water supply and
wastewater. This seems a much taller
order and an unlikely scenario given that
an election is in the offing.
In Tokyo, a bicycle is reportedly faster
than a car for most trips of less than 50
minutes. Wonder what the figure is for
Dublin? When you also consider that a car
uses 1.6 ounces of gas idling for one
minute, and half an ounce every time it
starts, think of the energy - and time -
we would save if we all took to the bike.
At a time when many countries are
considering additional tax penalties on
SUVs and other gas guzzlers, it's ironic
that Autocar has voted the Rolls Royce
Phantom best car in the world. It does
II miles to the gallon!
BTU MATCHPLAY OR FoULPLAY?
Attention all former BTU Matchplay
winners. Have you a trophy on display
that should have been returned? Maybe
it has fallen down behind the display
cabinet, is hidden at the bottom of a
wardrobe, or is locked away in the attic.
The fact is that a BTU Matchplay Cup
went missing approximately 10 years ago.
So, can all BTU members from
approximately a decade ago (not just the
winners) see what they can turn up.
Who knows? ... the BTU might even
throw in a reward! Call Dave Harris on
Tel: 01 - 869 1006
AIR POLLUTION THAT PROTECTS THE
EARTH?
Some researchers now argue that air
pollution may have one unexpected
benefit - offsetting global warming.
Apparently, organic compounds from
some air pollutants cause more water
droplets to form in clouds. The clouds,
then become brighter and reflect more
sunlight which in turn keeps the earth
cooler.
DOG POOH POWER
orcal N· te In n Francisco has
devised a double-whammy environment
boost ... collect the pet droppings from a
park popular with dog walkers and use it
to produce methane gas to power
electric generators. With the city's dog
and cat population approaching 250,000,
there should be no shortage of raw
material
Talk About Over Supply!
If you as a boiler installer or specifier
have difficulty choosing between the
many brands on offer, spare a thought
for your counterparts in China. They
have to choose between 750
manufacturers of Grade C&D boilers
alone, and that's excluding the
international brands. Increased
prosperity and a Government-driven gas
boiler replacement strategy aimed at the
vast coal-fired installed base are fuelling
sales.
GREAT GAS
SCientists in Edinburgh are investigating
how, when combined with sea wate
CO2 forms ice-like compounds whic
can trap waste molecules from fossil-fuel
fired power stations. They hope to use
this knowledge to develop better gas-
Ip:lkage method!>
WAVEBOB HAS 2020 VISION
Wavebob, Ireland's first wave energy
generator, is to be deployed in the sea
2km off the coast of Spiddal, Co Galway,
as part of an evaluation process to test
prototype, wave-powered, energy
generators. The Government hopes that,
by the year 2020, thousands of homes
throughout the country will be powered
via the national grid by energy generated
from wave power.
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AIR CONDITIONING
3D Air Sales (Ireland) Ltd,
Tel: 01 ·4627570 Fax: 01 ·4627611
email: micclan1@eircom.net www.3dair.co.uk
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Measurement Technology From Manotherm
Complete Solutions
- Individual sensors, power supplies and
measurement display units
- National & International Approvals Certificates
- Perfect adaption to the proce
- Entirely-engineered control s
- Pressure: 0/4 mbar to 0/4.000 bar
- Temperature: -BO°C to 600DC
- Level: 0/60em to 0/100m
·
·
·
·
·
·
·
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Bimetal and Gas Filled : Resistance Thermometers Level Measurement
Thermometers: and Control Devices
......•....••
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·
........
4 Walkinstown Road, Dublin 12.
Tel: 01 - 452 2355/452 2229; Fax: 01 - 451 6919;
email: info@manotherm.ie
web: www.manotherm.ie 40
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